Introduction
On November 2, 2010 -nearly 30 years after his previous stint as governorCalifornians gave Jerry Brown another chance. When Brown began his third term as California's governor in January 2011, he faced a challenge to fix a state that many feel is beyond repair -smothered by the rambunctious growth of both its economy and government. California is already known for its perpetual budget problems, but the recent national recession has put the state under incredible fiscal pressure. Californians require greater state services as a safety net, while contributing less revenue through income tax. Localities face the same pressures, as well as painful cuts from the state. At least one city has gone bankrupt.1 Given that California is teetering on a financial precipice with an estimated $28.1 billion budget deficit, Brown has signaled his willingness to focus gubernatorial scrutiny on one measure passed during his first term as governor -Proposition 13 -which people in California and beyond have long assumed to be sacrosanct.
As a candidate during the 2010 election cycle, Brown shocked Sacramento when he hinted at his readiness to touch what is known as the third rail of California politics: Proposition 13.2 Had such a statement come from any other candidate, it might be explained away as mere bluster. The words carry far more significance, though, coming from a politically savvy former governor who opposed the initiative when it passed during his first term. If done wisely, revisiting aspects of Proposition 13 could be the key to solving some of the underlying fundamental fiscal problems of city governments, county governments, and special districts throughout the state.
This saga began when California's voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition 13 in 1978.3 One of the most infamous state initiatives ever enacted, Proposition 13 dramatically reformed the system of property taxation in California.4 As a measure designed to protect homeowners, Proposition 13 drastically reduced the levels of revenue available to all levels of government in the state.
In response to the rapid conversion of the property tax system, the state legislature moved hastily to implement measures softening the blow of lost property tax revenues and governing future methods by which stakeholders would divide money.5 In addition to providing a significant degree of bailout funding, lawmakers approved property tax allocation measures that relied heavily on historical funding trends. Today, this property tax allocation system continues to serve as the backbone for distributing Proposition 13 monies despite its inability to adjust to the current needs of local agencies.
Although Proposition 13 remains popular and was replicated in other states, much of today's blame for California's notorious budget issues can be traced back to this nearly 35-year-old initiative. Many commentators have suggested reforming Proposition 13 to alleviate the difficulties in California, but few have highlighted the property tax allocation system itself as a target for reform.
When assessing California's property tax dilemma, the strengths and weaknesses of the Legislature's response to Proposition 13 may be more important than evaluating the tenets of the initiative itself. Exploring beneath the Proposition 13 system's surface quickly reveals the inequities and inefficiencies inherent in the state's responses via Senate Bill 154 ("SB 154"), Assembly Bill 8 ("AB 8"), and other measures related to the allocation of property tax revenues. While Proposition 13 forced local governments to rethink revenue growth and service delivery -spurring the emergence of a phenomenon known as the "fiscalization of land use" -the allocation system only intensified the problem. The property tax allocation system's rigidity prohibits revenue from being allocated in a way that reflects modern needs. It also centralizes the authority over local revenues at the state level.
This paper recommends several measures to alleviate the negative effects of the allocation system. This would predominantly occur via the creation of regional commissions, with the authority to adjust property shares, and the defunding of special districts. Ultimately, the effects of our suggestions will encourage shifts -to varying degrees -of power from the state back to local agencies. As Brown campaigned on restoring local control, these suggestions fall squarely within his vision as governor.
Part I places Proposition 13 in a historical context by examining the causeand-effect process that led to the enactment of Proposition 13. This will help us understand the context of the initiative so that proposals for reform stay true to the intent of California voters. Part II builds on this analysis by describing the regime developed by legislators to implement Proposition 13. Specifically, this section highlights the allocation system used to distribute property tax money to local agencies. Part III focuses on the phenomenon known as the "fiscalization of land use" -an unintended consequence of this allocation system -as well as the diminished power of local government vis-à-vis the state. Lastly, Part IV offers proposals for reform that will restore equity between local agencies, as well as between the state and local government.
The Enactment of Proposition 13
As a voter-approved constitutional amendment, Proposition 13 limited the discretion of local government to set its own rates on property taxes, which had been a forceful tool to raise revenue for government services. Specifically, Proposition 13 capped the property tax rate at 1%. Furthermore, Proposition 13 does not tax the fair-market value of homes (except when ownership is transferred). Rather, Proposition 13 rolled back property values to their 1975-1976 values, and then only permits a 2% increase in property value each year to account for inflation.6 Lest state or local legislatures be tempted to raise other taxes to ameliorate the effects of the lost property tax revenue, the initiative required that all future state tax increases be approved by two-thirds of both houses of the California state legislature and that cities, counties and special districts only impose "special taxes" with the approval of two-thirds of voters.7
Proposition 13 was designed to protect homeowners. Yet, in doing so, it fundamentally changed the revenue growth of local governments. If we are to suggest tax allocation reforms that stay true to the voters' intent, it is helpful to understand what caused the passage of the initiative in the first place. Proposition 13, dubbed "a people's movement," emerged as a response to economic grievances. Predominantly, property value inflation led to dramatically higher property taxes. Adding to the mounting fiscal pressure, the social acceptance of property tax increases eroded quickly after a series of California Supreme Court rulings that delinked property tax and local school spending.8 The fiscal realities of the 1970s resulted in growing taxpayer resentment, which state politicians exacerbated by failing to provide relief despite a state surplus. The result? Californians' frustration was channeled into passing Proposition 13 with a recordbreaking vote.
Inflation
Inflation was perhaps the most prominent instigator of Proposition 13. The US government faced a large deficit stemming from the costs of the Vietnam War in the 1970s and the Great Society in the 1960s. This deficit, coupled with untimely supply shocks, caused devastating inflation. During the 1960s and 1970s, the rate of inflation in the USA jumped from the low single digits to double digits.9
Simultaneously, property values in California quickly skyrocketed. The costs of financing construction escalated as a result of rising interest rates (the national response to inflationary trends) and delays in development from new government regulations, such as the 1970 California Environmental Quality Act. Concurrently, the demand for homeownership grew as the California population expanded.
These factors contributed to the average value of California homes inflating from $34,000 to $85,000 between 1974 and 1980.10 The consequence of these trendshigher property values coupled with inflation -was that higher property values translated into higher property taxes without a parallel increase in real income.
The Petris-Knox Reforms
Unfortunately, the Petris-Knox reforms, responses to crooked tax assessors, prevented tax assessors from making adjustments to provide relief to individual homeowners.11 In 1967, the legislature passed the Petris-Knox reforms after prominent newspaper stories reported the scandalous practices of corrupt county assessors who tinkered with tax assessments in exchange for bribes.12
Seemingly innocuous changes that aspired to create minor reforms of a complex property taxation structure, the Petris-Knox reforms took away much of the discretionary power that assessors used to smooth assessment growth. PetrisKnox required more accurate and uniform assessment of all property, mandated systematic reassessment every three years, and sharply limited the discretion of county assessors in adjusting property values.
The unintended consequence of the Petris-Knox reforms was their negative effect on homeowners. For the most part, single-family dwellings received a lower tax rate than businesses, so that county assessors would remain popular on election day. In San Francisco, for example, the average single-family dwelling had been receiving about 9% of fair market value, while businesses were assessed at 35%.13 Because of the Petris-Knox bill, many homeowners saw their property tax bills increase while businesses saw theirs decline. 
The Serrano Decisions
The social acceptance of increases in property taxes evaporated when the California State Supreme Court declared in two major decisions known as Serrano I (1971) and Serrano II (1976) that California's property-tax-based school finance system was a violation of equal protection principles.15
Economist William Fischel linked the Serrano decisions to Proposition 13 by arguing that it eliminated the Tiebout-Hamilton view of local benefit taxation. Under the Tiebout theory -given certain assumptions, such as interjurisdictional competition and costless mobility -local public goods are provided at efficient levels. Individuals "vote with their feet" and select membership in a community that provides the bundle of amenities that match their preferences. Localities, therefore, compete to attract taxpayers by offering a mix of taxes and services that will suit their demands. The Hamilton "benefit view" of the property tax says that homeowners agree to pay higher property taxes because this money funds services and amenities the property owner desires.16 Fischel argued that by divorcing local property taxes from local school spending, Serrano encouraged the passage of Proposition 13 because voters no longer received the benefits of higher property taxes -either through better schools for their children or in higher home values caused by improved school districts.17 Importantly, school funding was the largest component of the property tax.18 Once the perceived benefit to local schools was unlinked, homeowners rejected the property tax through Proposition 13.
Before these decisions, local property taxes went to a local school district with minimal state involvement in its distribution. This arrangement created an inequitable system in which poor communities were unable to generate per-pupil revenue equivalent to wealthy communities even when they equally taxed their residents.19 For instance, in 1976, a poor community like Baldwin Hills would generate $176 per child with a property tax rate of $1 per $100 of home value, whereas Beverly Hills generated $1340 per child with the same tax rate.20
The California Supreme Court ruled that this system disproportionately favored wealthy communities.21 The court held that, under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the US Constitution and the requirement under the California Constitution that the legislature provide a free public school system for each district, the property-tax-based school finance system was unconstitutional; the state had to distribute revenue more equitably.22
The state responded with Assembly Bill 65, a measure that equalized school spending by capping the rate of local revenue that a school district could receive and by distributing excess amounts among the poorer districts.23 On paper, this system mitigated the inequity in property-tax-based school financing between low-income and high-income communities. The downside, however, was that property owners in high-income communities felt hoodwinked because a share of their property taxes might end up in schools outside the local district. 
Failed reform efforts
Adding fuel to the fire, the state budget surplus rose to $5.7 billion in 1978, with some predicting it would pass $10 billion without Proposition 13.26 This surplus was funded by inflation. As nominal incomes rose with inflation, the progressive tax system meant that a larger proportion of each taxpayer's income was taxed.
There are several theories about why legislators did not provide immediate relief to homeowners. One theory is that legislators could agree on neither the type of reform necessary -reform tied to income or reform without regard to any demographic variable -nor the fiscal impact that any changes would bear on the services government could provide.27 Others argue that California could not both provide homeowner relief and come into compliance with the Serrano decisions at the same time.28 Contemporary sources estimated the five-year cost of Serrano compliance alone to be nearly $4.3 billion.29 Regardless of the reason, legislators failed to provide relief. Between 1975 and 1978, there were 22 legislative proposals, of which only two minor reforms passed.30 Meanwhile, homeowners suffered with a broken system.
It was a short journey from Californians' frustration to their collective demand for change that brought forward Proposition 13. As the legislature remained in deadlock on property tax reform, Howard Jarvis, leader of the United Organization of Taxpayers, joined forces with Paul Gann, leader of the citizens' group the People's Advocate, to champion the benefits of Proposition 13. Through their efforts, they gained more than twice the number of signatures necessary to qualify their 389-word property taxation measure for the ballot, despite the bipartisan opposition of nearly the entire Californian political establishment, includ- Both sides raised millions of dollars to fund a media blitz. Proponents highlighted the impact of escalating property taxes on homeowners, and the opposition questioned the wisdom of cutting off the revenue stream of local governments, warning of the unintended consequences that might result. Local governments were especially wary of any proposal to reduce property tax. Although home prices escalated rapidly, single-family homes were only about one-third of the property tax base for most jurisdictions. As a single-roll state -where property is not differentiated by its purpose for taxes -a reduction in property tax applied to all types of property, even those that did not appreciate at the same clip as singlefamily homes. Yet, commercial and industrial property, which paid about half of all property taxes statewide, received the same tax reduction as homes.
Spurred on by the media attention, 69% of Californian voters cast their vote in the election, and the measure passed with 65% of the vote.32 Following the historic vote, the legislature had three weeks to resolve a variety of problems erupting from Proposition 13, such as how they would allocate the property tax generated and how the state would help local governments recover.
The Implementation of Proposition 13
Instructions on how to implement this seismic shift in California's property tax system are noticeably absent from the initiative. In a sense, the architects of Proposition 13 simply identified an end without prescribing the means. State legislators were forced to confront a measure that would almost immediately result in a reduction of local property tax revenue by about 50%.33 Although taxpayers could rest a bit easier, local authorities saw significant limitations placed on traditional revenue streams and their ability to provide services to constituents.
Elected officials were tasked with devising a system that enacted the tenets of Proposition 13 without completely crippling local agencies that had grown dependent upon inflated property tax streams. The results of their efforts, Senate Bill 154 (SB 154) and Assembly Bill 8 (AB 8), came to serve as the foundation for California's present-day property tax allocation system. While the swift response granted temporary relief, the early decisions and concessions made by legislators put California on a path toward a financial system best characterized by chaos and inequity. The time is ripe for a modern renovation that restores local control in a manner that provides discretion to adapt to modern needs.
Given the limited amount of time allotted between the passage of Pro position 13 and the prescribed date of enactment set forth by the measure's text -three weeks -the legislature pushed through what was believed to be a short-term statute devised by a bipartisan working group comprised of Assembly and Senate leadership. Despite being viewed as a stopgap solution, SB 154 became a seminal piece of legislation. This initial response is held by some as the onset of an era in which the state became directly involved in delivering and financing local services.34
The legislature then put forth AB 8 as a follow-up to SB 154. Legislators at the time came to view AB 8 as the long-term solution to the Proposition 13 dilemma. AB 8 took a more measured approach and set its sights on the process by which the growth realized within tax rate areas would be reallocated to local jurisdictions.
Since the legislature passed SB 154 and AB 8 as the implementing legislation of Proposition 13, the allocation levels and processes have remained frozen, despite significant changes in demographics and the variable need for services from local government linked closely to these demographic shifts. To resolve these issues, the state must harmonize Proposition 13 with its changing demographics by remedying allocation levels to account for the level of services needed in each area. Through modification of SB 154 and AB 8, policymakers stand to mitigate the consolidation of financial control at the state level by reinforcing principles of local governance and accountability. However, reform will not be easy.
SB 154
A sudden conversion to an acquisition-value property tax system understandably comes with repercussions. Proposition 13 resulted in an immediate loss of about $7 billion in property taxes for local agencies throughout the state.35 This amounted to 22% of their total budgeted expenditures.36 With the state or federal government mandating many of their budgeted services, local governments faced a crisis. Given the rush to meet the approaching onset of demands for the fiscal year in 1978 and the need to ensure the uninterrupted delivery of local service, the legislature assumed or reduced local matching obligations for several key programs, including Medi-Cal, Supplemental Security Income/State Supplemental Program (SSI/SSP), and Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The large influx of state bailout funds came from a general fund surplus and represented a temporary solution, not a long-term fix to the state's newfound property crisis. Specifically, the measure provided 90% funding to local governments and washed away remnants of the revenues generated in years past.37
However, one critical aspect of SB 154 proved to have major implications for the future of California's property tax allocation system. Given the infeasibility of concisely reconciling the vast differences inherent in the state's pre-Proposition 13 property tax system, the legislature opted to employ one of the quickest and easiest solutions. By utilizing an "as you were" approach, the state froze property allocation shares based on historical funding trends.38 This meant that if city A received a larger share of state aid than city B because its pre-Proposition 13 property taxes were higher, and therefore suffered a more devastating blow from Proposition 13, city A would continue to receive a larger share. However, that larger share would now come from the 1% cap on property taxes implemented by the passage of Proposition 13. Although escalators and other factors were eventually incorporated, SB 154 generally set the base for what local agencies would receive under the Proposition 13 tax regime.
AB 8
With state surpluses in the period leading up to Proposition 13 being the result of escalating property taxes, there was no justifiable reason to believe that the state would continue to enjoy such fiscal success. Therefore, there could be no permanent bailout system that resembled the sweeping rescue efforts put forth by SB 154. Given the uncertainty of the future financial landscape, the legislature passed AB 8 in 1979 and dubbed it to be a long-term solution to the chaos enacted by Proposition 13.
AB 8 made several changes that both incorporated and corrected portions of SB 154. For instance, the state completely bought out local shares of programs such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Additionally, the state officially froze the local property tax share rates. Coupled with these rates freezes were stipulations that factored proportions of the money received via the bailout into the new funding base that local agencies were set to receive.
For example, cities received 82.91% of their bailout block grants as an addition to their new property tax share, special districts received 95.24% of the block grant as an add-on to their property tax share, and counties received 100% of their 1978-79 block grant as an add-on to their "base."39 Local agencies received this boost in funding as a result of a shift of about one-third of local school property tax shares. The state then backfilled the money diverted away from the school.
In addition to the base share augmentations, AB 8 also adjusted the use of a "tax rate area" system that paid respect to local boundaries when allocating property tax revenue growth. Tax rate areas are those areas governed by a shared set of local agencies. SB 154 crossed geographical boundaries and, presumably, allowed low-growth areas to benefit from the gains achieved by neighboring moderate-growth or high-growth areas. The AB 8 system guaranteed that local governments could expect to receive their fair share of new growth within their jurisdiction.
Although tax rate areas predate Proposition 13, tax rate areas became key vehicles for the narrowing of complexities and the determination of revenue growth allocation. Instead of attempting to normalize the pooled gains on the county level, the localized use of tax rate areas further emphasized the historic shares of agencies servicing a locality and magnified the historical inequities written into SB 154. In other words, the bill did little to smooth out any disproportionate allocation present prior to the passage of Proposition 13. Given this oversight, disparities intensified and were increasingly apparent as local governments felt the pressure of fiscal restraint.
Lastly, AB 8 provided a critical scapegoat clause to be used by state officials as they saw fit. What is referred to as the AB 8 "deflator" stipulated that, in periods when state revenues were lethargic, local governments were to relinquish a portion of the state revenues they normally received to ensure that state-funded programs could continue to function.40 For most localities, this was the time when they needed state aid the most. Eventually the AB 8 deflator was removed via creative accounting procedures on the part of the State.41 By shifting certain portions of property tax revenues, the state was able to secure consistent blocks of revenue for cash flow and program/system financing purposes. Nevertheless, the inclusion of the deflator set precedent for local agencies being vulnerable to funding cuts during times of hardship on the state level, making this an area where the state seemingly showed the most foresight while dealing with the implementation of Proposition 13.
Over time, AB 8 has undergone numerous changes. Regardless, the presentday tax allocation system that exists in California closely resembles the AB 8 allocation system. Cities continue to receive the shares that they did when AB 8 froze the SB 154 levels for local agencies with the bailout inflators added on. While the state's economy, demography and other factors have changed greatly, AB 8 has held steadfast as an almost unchanging and seemingly incorrigible system of organized chaos. Despite its local enactment, the property tax system in California is still -for better or for worse -dominated by the state. Until action is taken to combat the problem and return decision-making authority to the local level, California's property tax allocation system will remain riddled with inequities, blind to need and operating in a manner antithetical to the greater good of California's citizens.
Lenny Goldberg, from the California Tax Reform Association, said it best when he wrote that in the wake of Proposition 13 California has become a state in "survival mode," simply "staving off disaster instead of planning for the future."42 While Goldberg's assertion is directly critical of Proposition 13 itself, the same criticism readily applies to the flawed implementation of Proposition 13 and its impact on local agencies.
The Consequences of SB 15and AB 8
Signs of mounting inequity in the property tax allocation system emerged shortly after the passage of AB 8. The loss of local control over local finances meant that local governments were held hostage to state budgetary problems. Consequently, local governments were forced to undertake substantial adaptations to respond to fiscal limits, resulting in a "growth of arcane finance techniques."43 Together, the loss of local control and the turn to exotic financing to fund services has created an unsustainable system of government.
42 Lenny Goldberg, Taxation with Representation: A Citizen's Guide to Reforming Proposition 13 1 (1991). 43 Jeffrey I. Chapman, supra note 30, at 15.
The Loss of Local Control
The legislation that implemented Proposition 13 resulted in a loss of local control to pursue local interests by making localities more reliant on state funding -and, subsequently, state decision-making -and less fiscally autonomous. Local governments as political subdivisions of the state are not sovereign entities. As the Supreme Court noted in Reynolds v. Sims, "they have been traditionally regarded as subordinate governmental instrumentalities created by the state to assist in the carrying out of state governmental functions."44 While this may be true, local governments are the political entities most capable of adapting local services to changing local needs. This is the fundamental principle of subsidiarity -that matters ought to be handled by the smallest, lowest, or least centralized competent authority. The measures passed in the wake of Proposition 13 resulted in a loss of local control that has centralized power in an entity that is not the most efficient for responding to local needs.
Following Proposition 13, the state took on an increasing amount of responsibility to bail out local governments so these governments could continue providing services. Additionally, under AB 8, the state created a formula -based on the property tax allocation shares -that reduced the level of assistance the state provided to localities if state revenues did not meet expectations. For example, in 1984 a reduction in the vehicle license fee at the state level meant that the state revenues were lower than expected. The result was a loss of $2 million in state bailout in Alameda County alone.45 The inequity was that, at the same time, the much larger Orange County managed to escape with less than $300,000 in losses.46 According to Valerie Raymond of the Berkeley Institute of Governmental Studies, these "discrepancies were . . . justified by offsetting amounts that the state paid for health and welfare programs."47 Such a rationalization demonstrates how the allocation system has made matters far more complex. Instead of linking funds to needs, local agencies have seen their fiscal health become linked to historic property tax shares and other streams of funding from the state level. The consequence of the loss of local autonomy is a greater disconnect between decision makers and distinctive local conditions. of property might grow, the shares of property tax allocated to localities remain the same. Therefore, neighboring localities might receive drastically different shares of property tax forevermore, not as a result of need, but rather because of a formula based on historical trends. If a local jurisdiction received a larger share of property tax when the system was designed, it will continue to receive a larger share of the property tax regardless of changed circumstances. An extreme example of the inequity of this system is that of a cemetery district which received a higher-than-normal rate of property tax to pay for a street overlay on its property during the years that set the property tax allocation shares. Under the current system, the benefits of its "temporary" increase would continue perpetually. Such inelastic variation is alarming and directly attributable to the frozen shares manifested under SB 154 and ossified by AB 8.
When addressing the allocation system in California, it is important to be mindful of the zero-sum nature of the funding pool. For every winner, there must be a loser. For this reason, it is difficult to muster individual political will to bring about much needed change. Many elected officials view the problem through a narrow lens, seeing allocation shares only as a local issue and driving them to approach reform in a manner that benefits their jurisdiction, rather than the greater good of the entire state.
The original SB 154 system pooled growth on a countywide level and then redistributed that growth proportionally. This approach only lasted for a year before an increasing uproar expressed the desire of localities to capture all growth within their local boundaries. Under the SB 154 formula, a high-growth city faced disincentives because its growth would ultimately end up supplementing the efforts of low-growth cities. While this was not perceived as a fair approach, Peter Detwiler suggests that the preservation of this system may have resulted in a different set of land-use decisions that would have emphasized smart growth over generating revenue.48 While there is no guarantee that this would have been the result, retaining the system of countywide pools to be redistributed would certainly have resulted in a different type of growth.
A turn to exoticism and the "Fiscalization of Land Use"
Under the new regime of state control over the allocation shares that localities receive, local governments were forced to turn to exotic financing techniques to cover their shortfalls. Since Proposition 13 mandated that cities, counties, and special districts impose "special taxes" only with the approval of two-thirds of voters, local governments became imaginative in how they raised revenue.
In 1982, the California Supreme Court determined that "special taxes" were taxes earmarked for a specific purpose, whereas general taxes were those levied for general governmental purposes.49 The result was twofold. First, taxpayers were no longer able to attribute taxes they paid to benefits they received. Under the Hamilton "benefit view" of taxation, taxpayers would reject any form of taxation that they could not trace to a benefit they received. Second, facing threats of cuts to services such as fire, police, and library services, cities and counties throughout the state resorted to a more exotic blend of taxes and "fees" that did not require voter approval. From increasing transient occupancy taxes, business license taxes, and utility user taxes to developing innovative bond financing techniques, local agencies resorted to new types of funding streams that would likely be unnecessary in a less hostile fiscal environment.
Michael Coleman, an expert on California local government finance, compiled numbers from the State Controller's web site, and the outcome is telling. The numbers show an increasing blend of exotic taxes and fees once localities could no longer rely on the property tax as a revenue source.50 Although there has been a steady decrease in the amount of financial support that California's local agencies receive from the state and from the federal level, there has been a noticeable rise in the percentage of revenues derived from service charges and other taxes and assessments. Coleman's numbers directly show the growth in the use of utility user taxes, transient occupancy taxes, and business franchise taxes.
Berkeley is one city not bashful about exposing the pressing need to levy non-traditional taxes. Experiencing declining revenues immediately after Proposition 13's implementation and stagnant or declining revenues since the early 1990s, Berkeley has been forced to increase fees and taxes in a number of creative ways.51 In the year of Proposition 13's enactment, revenue from other sourcessales, transient occupancy, and business license taxes -was less than one-half of that generated by the property tax. In less than 15 years, Berkeley had adapted these taxes and generated almost twice the revenue from them as from property taxes. Non-enterprise special districts have shown similar behavior, with revenues attributable to fees growing from 7% in 1978 to over 40% in 1996.52 Business license taxes, franchise taxes, real property transfer taxes, and transient lodging taxes grew over 400% during the same timeframe.53
The turn toward "the fiscalization of land use" was a subtle measure to cover the shortfall created by Proposition 13 -albeit one with devastating long-term effects. The "fiscalization of land use" is the preference for land-use decisions that generate tax revenues, such as big-box stores and higher-end residential areas.54 Cities and counties maximize revenues by approving higher-end residential and retail development projects. Both types of projects are far more lucrative than low-income or moderately priced single-family housing, industrial development, or office development. The concentration on revenue-generating projects following SB 154 and AB 8 is an unfortunate reality: projects that generate greater revenue receive more emphasis than even necessary projects that bring in less revenue. Increasingly, localities have deferred new projects -especially capital developments -as a tactic to alleviate the fiscal pressure on existing services. AB 8 introduced a new element of competition to the property tax allocation fray. The "long-term solution" to Proposition 13 indirectly sparked the chase for revenue and continues to drive local officials toward decisions that may not be the bestsuited for their constituencies. While building low-income housing is usually viewed as an honorable and important undertaking for local governments, it is difficult to prevent the allure of higher revenue-generating ventures clouding the minds of officials.
Former Assembly Member Darrell Steinberg introduced several bills in hope of stripping some incentives away from cities that make poor land use choices in hope of generating more sales tax revenue.55 Steinberg's efforts would have shaved certain portions of the sales tax and diverted those funds to the state. In exchange, local agencies would be guaranteed a larger share of the property tax base. While these efforts were both daring and innovative, each fell victim to the reality that elected officials are charged with the duty of protecting the interests of their constituents. Cities have become accustomed to their creative revenue-generating efforts. When proposals aim at undercutting those efforts -even if for a cause such as providing better incentives -they reject them. Cities have entrenched themselves with alternative methods to generate revenue growth that cannot be generated via property tax revenues.
Additional examples highlight the inhibiting, sometimes crippling, elements of property tax allocation in California. Amador County saw an exponential increase in prison fees that almost froze its operations; Kings County had criminal justice expenses that far exceeded its total property tax share; and Orange County faced a $90 million deficit in the 1987-88 fiscal year.56 Meanwhile, big-box retailers and strip malls became king in California, as long as they continued to deliver high amounts of sales tax. Spending money to deliver services -both those deemed mandatory and those deemed necessary -was the easy part. Yet, raising the revenue to pay for these expenses became increasingly difficult. The examples listed showcase the inability of the AB 8 formula to adjust with growth or facilitate the absorption of sharp economic jolts. The loss of fiscal control at the local level forced local governments to turn to survival measures that ultimately have changed the face of development in California.
Proposals for Reform
Until reform is undertaken to decentralize state control over property tax allocation and to increase local autonomy, California's property tax system will remain inefficient and blind to need. It will support short-term growth that is antithetical to the long-term greater good of California.
To have any substantive or substantial impact on the chaos that is California's property tax system, it is essential that any potential changes to the allocation process be systemic. The zero-sum nature of property tax allocation gives rise to the narrow approach so often pursued in the past by legislative reformists. While individual lobbies for cities, counties and special districts will play important roles in achieving comprehensive change, the purely local interests of these entities would lead to a "tragedy of the commons" as each vies for its cut of the property tax, contributing to the growing disparities that are deeply embedded in the AB 8 system. Achieving any of the following proposed policy alternatives requires political leadership and cooperation from a wide breadth of stakeholders at the state and local levels.
The hope is that, in each circumstance, a degree of local power is restored by placing power at the regional level. This realignment will lead to more accountability, greater flexibility, and allocations that are responsive to the modern needs of local governments. Ultimately, the effect will be either an overall reduced tax rate or a greater acceptance of higher taxes by the California populace.
Regional property tax allocation boards
The first reform proposed takes aim at the outdated and state-mandated tax allocation system by creating regional property tax allocation boards charged with divvying up the property tax shares each locality receives from Proposition 13 money. In most instances, the impulse of localities is to resist a shift toward regional control. Local governments already have so many constraints that they fear relinquishing the discretion they do possess. In the case of property tax allocation in California, this is not the case. Since the state mandates what each locality receives, a shift to a regional level is actually a step in restoring local control.
Local government theorists provide helpful insight for how to construct a regional institution. Local government theorist Gerald Frug, an advocate for decentralized politics, discusses regional governance as needing inter-local cooperation, rather than a new regional institution.57 Frug posits that the most desirable institution is a regional legislature with representatives from each locality protecting their interests. Frug argues that "the demand for regional equity and the protection of local autonomy conflict with each other, and it is disingenuous to pretend otherwise."58 Therefore, " [w] hat is needed instead is an institution that will permit the region's cities to work together to advance regional interests."59 Richard Briffault, however, advocates for a "mixed strategy" that would promote a regional institution for regional issues, but leave local governments charged with local decision-making. Briffault finds Frug's regional legislature unrealistic for a regional agenda. He notes that, "[e]nlightened self-interest might lead some localities to see the benefits of cooperation, but the limited capacity of any one locality to resolve regional problems may discourage even the enlightened locality from cooperating."60 Briffault advocates the principle of subsidiarity, stating that "[r]ather than consolidate all local government powers and responsibilities at the regional level, only those functions necessary for [regional] governance should be shifted to regional institutions."61 While Frug discusses a regional legislature in the context of regionally important issues, such an institution is impractical for a regional property tax allocation board. Inter-local cooperation that permits each locality to send a representative to protect its interest would not occur with an institution designed to divvy up tax revenue. The zero-sum nature of property tax allocation encourages each locality to vote for itself to receive as much revenue as possible regardless of need. A locality would have a harder time advancing a regional agenda to the detriment of its own interests. However, Frug's complete regional governance is a call for a paradigm shift in California in a scenario where it is not required. Therefore, Briffault's "mixed strategy" model is the most appropriate for a regional property tax allocation board, although with some modifications. A regional model will lead to greater accountability, efficiency and effectiveness in property tax allocation.
Several factors must be considered before creating regional property tax allocation boards. The main ones are a regional board's jurisdiction and composition, as well as the frequency with which they recalculate tax allocations. The regional property tax allocation board should have jurisdictional lines that follow the boundaries of the electoral districts. The regional board should be composed of members that are both regionally elected and nominated for state appointment by localities -an approach that would incorporate principles from both Frug and Briffault. Finally, the property tax allocation boards should adjust the shares of local governments every 10 years to correspond with the national census. Each of these factors merit further exploration by the legislature in consultation with local governments to adequately determine the best approach. However, these measures will provide the structural protections necessary to incorporate a local perspective while advancing regional interests.
Jurisdiction
Determining the jurisdiction of the regional property tax allocation board is the first step toward change. Creating new regional boundaries is unnecessary, because there are regional jurisdiction lines already in place. The quick and dirty approach is to have a regional property tax allocation board for each county. There are 58 counties in California and they are already responsible for property-tax collection, along with several other regional services such as local courts, maintenance of public records, and elections.62 The jurisdiction of a regional property tax allocation board might also follow the electoral district lines of the California State Assembly (80 districts), California State Senate (40 districts), or the US Congress (53 districts).63 Until recently, the legislators representing those jurisdictions were responsible for drawing the jurisdictional lines. However, California has shifted the responsibility of drawing district lines to a Citizens Redistricting Commission.64 The Commission is tasked with drawing the district lines, "in conformity with strict, nonpartisan rules designed to create districts of relatively equal population that will provide fair representation for all Californians."65 By following any of the types of electoral districts, the regional property tax allocation boards would ensure that their jurisdictions have a relatively uniform population, whereas using the county lines would make their jurisdictions range in size from just over one thousand people in Alpine County to more than ten million in Los Angeles County.
When an issue arises that is larger than the decided jurisdiction of each board, regional boards must work together to protect their collective interests. Doing so requires a level of inter-regional cooperation. For example, large areas of California are prone to wildfires. If a regional board in one area allocates a large amount of money for fire abatement, there is a "free rider" problem from nearby regions. By creating a special purpose district that covers the wildfire prone area, the regional boards ensure that these inter-regional issues are addressed. However, they must collaborate to determine the appropriate revenue each board will contribute to the special district's function. This can be done based on a formula that accounts for any number of factors -number of individuals protected, the level of threat etc. -in each jurisdiction.
Regardless of the factors used to determine allocation, the regional boards will need a mechanism to work together. In those instances, the regional boards need a collaborative system, a task that can be accomplished by contract or by state decree. The benefit to regions negotiating with one another contractually is that it retains a level of local control whereas a state decree re-imposes a central authority.
Composition
Once the jurisdiction is determined, the challenge is to compose a property tax allocation board so that its members appropriately and fairly represent localities. There are risks and benefits to the structural components employed in this composition.
The first component to consider in constructing a regional property tax allocation board is whether its members should be appointed or elected. Rather than making a property tax allocation board with members made up of strictly elected or appointed, the regional boards should incorporate a "mixed" strategy of both appointed and elected officials. This addresses the problem of regionally elected officials favoring more populous areas to ensure reelection or appointed members that are less accountable to the public. A "mixed strategy" ensures accountability while also not undervaluing the less populous areas of a jurisdiction.
Without election pressures, appointed members on the property tax allocation board are less susceptible to special interest lobbyists. There is no reason for an appointed member to worry about funding a future campaign or ingratiating themselves with voters. To be fair, this is a double-edged sword. Appointed members will also be less accountable to the public for their decisions. To encourage local participation in the appointment process, they should be nominated for state appointment by localities. Allowing the state government's involvementwhile taking away a degree of local control -provides the opportunity to weed out individuals who are placed on the board to serve only the interests of the locality that nominated them.
Each regional board should also incorporate elected officials. As Briffault notes, "if regional government is to provide a basis for democratically accountable regional decision-making, it must have its own elected officials."66 Elected officials have the legitimacy that comes from a popular election and are better positioned to have their thumbs on the regional pulse. Appointed members, on the other hand, might feel beholden to the locality that elected them, thereby skewing the process into a Frug-like regional legislature. Regionally elected members will infuse the board with a truly regional perspective while reducing the significance of local boundaries. Regional elections offer an opportunity for region-wide deliberation, as well as popular participation in matters of regional significance, while maintaining political accountability.
Voting
How the regional board allocates votes is critical in determining the fate of its component cities. Two aspects of voting are particularly important: the voting power of individual board members and the voting requirement to pass a binding decision. Ideally, the regional board would advance only regional interests for the benefit of the entire region. However, structural measures should be in place to account for the population of larger cities while ensuring that smaller cities are not ignored. Both voting power and the voting requirement are important factors in the success or failure of a regional board in fairly representing localities while advancing regional interests.
The voting of individual board members depends on whether they are elected or appointed officials. If officials are elected, the US Constitution demands weighted votes based on population. In the landmark decision of Reynolds v. Sims, the US Supreme Court held that the Equal Protection Clause requires adherence to the one-person, one-vote principle at the state level. 67 The court extended this rule in Avery v. Midland County to the election of county government officials. 68 In Board of Estimate v. Morris the court struck down a scheme where the boroughs of New York were each represented by one vote on a board. The court found that this representation did not provide voters equal protection. 69 The court held that, "the relevant inquiry is whether the vote of any citizen is approximately equal in weight to that of any other citizen."70 Where a regional board has elected officials representing localities that vary in population, and the official only has one vote, the votes of citizens from more populous cities are diluted. Regionally elected board members with one vote each would not face this problem because each official is representing the whole region rather than a particular city.
The question becomes whether the principle of one-person, one-vote, applies to appointed officials. In Sailors v. Board of Education, the US Supreme Court answered this question.71 The court found that where the officers are non-legislative and unelected, the principle of one-person, one vote, does not apply. The appointed officials could therefore be given a different number of votes. Distributing votes by taking into account relevant factors (population size, property tax contribution, services provided, and others) is thereby possible. This formulaic approach allows for a system that can account for nuances among the localities. Each appointed member could therefore represent the locality that nominated them for the position, and their voting power would vary based on the city's size and needs.
The next component is the threshold number of votes required to make a binding decision. There are several options available: unanimity, majority, or supermajority. In this case, the supermajority requirement is the best mechanism for achieving a functional regional board.
There is no circumstance in local, state or federal politics that requires a unanimous vote to come to a decision -and for good reason. With so many members representing conflicting interests, a unanimity requirement would be nearly impossible to achieve. Including appointed officials approved by the state legislature and regionally elected board members would hopefully mean that the board would work together for the collective interest of the region. However, there will still be conflicting views on what is the best allocation of property tax shares.
A majority vote might make sense, depending on the amount of population represented by the majority. A majority that represents most of the population would be a threshold that would advance a regional plan more quickly. However, the possibility remains that a majority vote represents less than the majority of the population. Imagine, for example, a region that includes only Los Angeles County. In Los Angeles County, there are over 10 million people spread throughout 88 municipalities.72 If all of the regionally elected officials vote for a regional tax allocation plan, the proponents would only need one appointed official to favor the plan for it to pass. If the official appointed by the City of Los Angeles, which has half of the population of the region, was opposed to the measure, any of the 87 other municipalities could cause the plan's implementation.
A qualified majority voting system that requires a consensus by population size would provide adequate safeguards. Local government theorists have suggested importing elements from the European Union into the regional governance context, in efforts to provide these safeguards.73 In the European Union, the council makes decisions by a qualified majority voting system. The European Union defines a qualified majority by allocating votes proportional to a member's population, and then requires a minimum number of votes before a policy is adopted. There are clear differences between a regional single purpose government and the European Council, but qualified majority voting would address the problem of the City of Los Angeles being outvoted by a coalition of small cities representing a fragment of the population.
Frequency
The final component to constructing a regional property tax allocation board is how frequently the board should reallocate shares of property tax among its localities. Under the status quo, property tax allocation is based on a formula that incorporates 30-year-old attributes of localities. As explained above, the system is antiquated. However, re-allocating shares too frequently would not allow localities to adjust to the new conditions, nor would it allow the board time to measure, assess, and incorporate changing factors.
Reassessment of the property tax allocation should take place every 10 years to correspond with the national census. Each decade the regional property tax allocation boards would reassess the allocation rates for all local agencies receiving property tax revenues. The 10-year interval allows for adjustments based on population growth and service needs related to changing demographics. Using a 10-year interval, measurements of need would identify and exclude any outlier years.
Restoring control and reducing the budget
A properly constructed regional property tax allocation board serves the goals of returning significant control to localities while reducing the budget. While 73 Gerald E. Frug, supra note 57, at 1766.
not truly returning to a localism model where local governments are fully autonomous, it alleviates the inefficiencies of centralized state control, while remaining true to the intent of Proposition 13. The benefit of regionalism is that it allows for the consideration of regional problems, formulation of regional solutions, and implementation of those solutions at a level of governance that remains accessible to taxpayer participation. The body assembled for each county would be charged with taking an objective approach to assessments and growth allocations. All stakeholders would need adequate representation and the outcomes could be subject to approval at the state level, if necessary.
Within this model, cities would find themselves better able to articulate their needs. Greater control over property tax allocation better positions cities to spend their money efficiently. The flexibility afforded reduces the odds that a city will turn to fees or special taxes to cover shortfalls. Gains toward equity, within the county, could actually be made if the operations of the regional board are formulaic, objective, and not politically driven. While it is unrealistic to assemble a body that is purely objective and able to act in full accordance with the spirit of regionalism, the structural protections in place will prevent the regional board from being hijacked by purely local interests. Together, the appointed members and regionally elected officials can advance a regional plan that restores equity at the local level.
Special district funding
When the state fashioned its implementation of Proposition 13, special districts were swept into the legislative package along with cities and counties. Since then, special districts -units of local government that provide specific services -have received an allocation of property tax from the State. California's inclusion of special districts as direct recipients of property tax revenue obscures the budget process for taxpayers and indexes service levels to outdated needs.
One strategy for improvement is to de-fund special districts from property tax. To visualize the need for de-funding special districts, we can simply observe the lay of the land in Alameda County. The City of Berkeley, with a population of more than 100,000 people, has approximately one paid firefighter per 1000 residents in the city.74 Compare that to Emeryville, a city with slightly fewer than 74 E-mail from Michael Coleman, Principal Fiscal Policy Advisor, League of California Cities, to Dontae Rayford, Fellow, California State Assembly (May 6, 2008) (on file with author) 7000 residents, which has nearly four paid firefighters per 1000 residents in the city. 75 One can travel farther south to Union City, which has a population of more than 66,000, with less than one paid firefighter per 1000 residents. 76 While there very well may be unique circumstances that account for the variation in fire protection levels, it is important to acknowledge that these levels are not fully based on need. Instead, these levels are linked to historic service delivery methods and property tax shares. De-funding special districts completely would inevitably lead to a large portion of that reclaimed money going right back to special districts.
But who is best positioned to administer how special districts are fundedthe state, the special districts, or a regional entity?
One model of distribution is to retain power centrally at the state level. To ensure that the status quo changes, one method to have funds allocated based on local need is to distribute property taxes as uniform shares depending on the type of services offered within a jurisdiction. This model maintains state control, but creates equity in how property taxes are allocated. While special districts might receive their funding by divvying up property tax based on the number of residents served, this model has complications. The costs of services may vary based on the geography (for example, rural fire protection as compared with urban fire protection). Costs may also vary depending on the type of service provided (such as mosquito abatement as compared with water sanitation). Certainly, it can be imagined that some communities may value a higher level of service over another depending on the local needs -a local value preference not captured by a uniform system. While an efficient system for administering property tax, in practice it turns out this is not the most efficient model for distribution.
Another option is to permit special districts to re-allocate the funds. This presents several problems. Predominant among them is that special districts are mostly single-purpose entities. Nearly 85% of special districts exist to perform a single function. 77 The incentive for each special district, therefore, is to receive as much funding as possible. In a zero-sum game, this is the wrong incentive. One might optimistically hope that the money would be allocated in appropriate ways to ensure critical service delivery to citizens. Unfortunately, it is hard to picture a special district relinquishing its share to ensure that another entity receives enough funding. The only positive aspect of this purely local model is that it frees up funds that can be redistributed. But it is easy to imagine a "tragedy of the commons" scenario with such limited resources.
The third option is to have a regional model. As discussed previously, regional property tax boards will have the power to reallocate property taxes. With nearly 2300 special districts it is impractical to have each one represented at regional property tax board meetings when there are only 481 cities and 58 counties.78 Special districts would overwhelm meetings with their requests for funding. A better regional system would be to have cities and counties take responsibility for funding their special districts. Cities and counties would have the flexibility and the incentives to ensure that their jurisdictions receive the proper level of service delivery. Stripping property tax shares from special districts in the interests of providing greater flexibility to local decision makers will lead to more efficiency and greater accountability. The newly stripped funding could be partially used to contract for services with special districts based on the needs of a respective city or county. So a fire district previously receiving 15% of the property tax in the area that it serves would see that guaranteed money redirected to the appropriate local agency -city or county depending on whether the provided service is for residents of the city or multiple cities. That agency would then have the option to, for example, contract for fire services at 10% and dedicate the remaining 5% to some other unmet need in the community.
There are several benefits to de-funding special districts and giving power to regional property tax boards, including a more efficient budget and greater accountability. The flexibility of allowing local governments to rededicate funds means that they would be less reliant on special fees and bonds. In the end, this will reduce the overall tax burden. Additionally, by giving cities and counties the power over the services provided within its boundaries, voters are better positioned to hold their local leaders to account for city and county administration. In administering their respective budgets, there may be some interest by city and county officials in not allocating any money to special districts given the potential for special districts to have independent revenue streams (such as fees and service charges). Yet, if special districts are forced to raise fees or service charges, city and county officials will be held to account by voters in the next election cycle. The same effect is felt if city and county officials shift more property tax to special district services to reduce fees and service charges because local leaders would be forced to reduce other critical services to pay for them. City and county officials would have a direct impact on the local services that their residents receive. With increasingly undedicated funding, officials would have the freedom necessary to take more effective and creative approaches to service delivery. The flexibility will allow local leaders, as well as the people they represent, to have greater authority to determine which services deserve more or less funding.
Conclusion
Property tax revenues are a zero-sum game. If you are unable to increase revenue, you cannot give local agency A more money without taking money from local agency B. Although taxation in California is generally consistent with the taxation levels in large states throughout the nation,79 there seems to be a lingering fear that raising taxes will result in an erasure of the safeguards protecting Californian taxpayers. As Governor Jerry Brown attempts to overhaul California's financial future, revisiting the way California uses the money it currently distributes is in some respects more favorable than advancing an agenda filled with tax hikes. By no means is it unprecedented to take issues with the AB 8 process. In 1999, Assembly Bill 676 formally stated that the property tax allocation in the state was "seriously flawed."80 Many have proposed measures that would help to remedy some of the underlying problems plaguing the process. Yet, none of these measures have been developed substantially and few would take to task the entire system. Nevertheless, one of the most important themes in this discussion is the continuous call for more local control and greater accountability. Proposition 13 gave the state an opportunity to "save" local governments, but in the process, it implemented a system that maintains a loss of local autonomy and creates greater taxpayer confusion.
One can also directly call into question the effectiveness of the historical-share formulas that govern the AB 8 allocation system. Although, in some respects, the localizing of growth allocation has worked to erase some inequities locked in by the formulas,81 there is still reason to believe that these rigid shares disadvantage cities and counties due to their inelasticity. Rates frozen in 1978 often do not come close to accurately reflecting the needs and realities of present-day communities.
Although efforts were made to devise a system that was indexed to cost-drivers, the framers of the allocation system failed to find a system that seamlessly integrated substantial need-based elements. A hearing convened by the Senate Local Government Committee in 1999 on property tax allocation in California stressed the importance of revisiting these outdated formulas. No one spoke in defense of the ancient base shares.82 Unfortunately, no one there posited a viable solution that would make the system more responsive to the changing needs of localities throughout California. With the consolidation of control at the state level, the possible generation of input allowing for modifications to the current formula by local stakeholders is effectively precluded.
Our solutions require that policymakers put aside the individual preferences and priorities of the status quo beneficiaries and proceed with a system that reinstitutes local control and ensures allocation is sensitive to the need for services. Given the realities of the current political, fiscal and legal environments, no single policy alternative is a silver bullet. Therefore, a blend of the policy alternatives is the best option for restoring equity in California's property tax allocation.
The initial step is to create regional property tax boards to reassess the shares of property tax allocated to the local agencies within their jurisdiction. The frozen allocation levels of SB 154 and AB 8 do not adequately reflect the current need for services. Although there are difficulties in assembling a regional board that adequately and appropriately represents the various interests, a board based on electoral districts begins the conversation at the regional level on what service needs and priorities exist within the various local agencies in the county. Despite concerns over the board's representation, various models of representation exist that can be used to provide an appropriate level of responsibility for each of the stakeholders in any particular region in California.
By examining the share of property tax revenue that local agencies receive, we partially address how special districts will go forward after they are no longer direct recipients of the property tax. It behooves the cities and counties responsible for the special districts to ensure that they receive appropriate levels of funding so that critical services remain in place. Various special districts already operate as enterprises, charging user fees to fund their services. However, creativity goes a long way in generating revenue for non-enterprise special districts. For instance, a traditional non-enterprise service, such as a library, could fund its operations partially by leasing attached office space or classrooms. By removing funding from special districts that can sustain themselves, local agencies would generate greater discretionary funding. They could even appropriate money to special districts that require a greater share. Yet, the appropriate incentives would remain in place to ensure that fees and service charges are not burdensome on residents.
Together, this blend of recommendations will undoubtedly generate additional questions. How, for example, can they be implemented in a way that appropriately takes into account each stakeholder's current and future needs? If nothing else, though, the measures suggested in this article shift the conversation from the inefficiencies and ineffectiveness of the status quo to constructing a framework for the pursuit of equity in property tax allocation in California. Tax 4%   FY74  FY76  FY78  FY80  FY82  FY84  FY86  FY88  FY90  FY92  FY94  FY96  FY98  FY00  FY02  FY04 
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